Crystal OPC Trademarked as ‘Foaming Bath Butter’ is a unique and innovative product, designed for whipping. Crystal OPC is an incredibly flexible product. Users can create simple whipped foaming bath butters, sugar scrub, body soufflé, or a salt scrub, all from one soap base.

- Paraben and MPG Free
- It can be used for shower, bath or facial wash applications
- It produces a creamy lather with fantastic levels of foam
- Mild Formulation
- Non skin irritant by Zein test
- Moisturising formulation that is rich in glycerine
- Ultra high foam

To process, simply use a mixer- whip/beat the crystal OPC, follow by adding sugar, fragrance, essential oils or any other additives and continue whipping until the desired volume is achieved. The product is used to create a wide range of different whipped foaming body scrubs.
GUIDE RECIPE

Here we show you how to create a simple *Crystal OPC LP - Foaming Bath Butter* Base.

Follow these steps below to create a range of tailored Foaming Bath Butter products using Crystal OPC.

- **Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter** - Slice into small chunks
- Fragrance if you wish
- Add dried Botanicals, Sugar or Salt if you wish
- Electric mixer
- Tub/container

**Open / Cut:** Simply open the packaging, safely cut the Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter soap base into smaller cubes, doing this will make the soap easier to handle and whip.

**Add:** You can now add a wide range of ingredients, such as Essential Oils, Salts, Sugar, Fragrances, Colours, Botanicals and Additives to customise your finished product. We recommend adding 2-3% of essential oil/fragrance and a ratio of 1 to 1 when using sugar or salt E.G. 500 grams of Sugar and 500 grams of Crystal OPC.

**Mix:** Begin to whip the product gently, gradually increasing the speed of the mixing head. Continue to do so for approx. 50-60 minutes, ensuring that any fragrance, additives you have added are evenly distributed throughout the whipped foaming bath butter base

**Fill:** Once you are happy with the consistency of the product simply scoop out and fill your tubs. We recommend using wide body scrub tubs for this product as the base is too viscous for tubes and squeezable applications.

**PACKAGING**

*Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter* is available in a range of packaging, just pick a size that suits your needs:

- 1KG Tray / 2LB
- 11.5KG Box / 25LB

**CONTACT US**

Interested in ordering or distributing *Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter*? If so, please contact us for samples, pricing and availability - spc@stephensongroup.co.uk or call +44 (0) 113 205 0934
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